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The Arrow of Time – Introduction 
 
This section, this room is called The Arrow of Time. Every incremental step along 
your timeline builds a greater sense of who you are no matter how minute the step, 
or stagnant it may seem. The arrow of time is an exploration into rooms and 
dimensions of reality that carefully tread within and beyond the scope of time. Each 
room that we move into in this exploration will bring forward more and more facets of 
time than you may have previously understood. The reason that it will bring more 
facets of time is because the objective of The Compendium of Thought is to open 
doors through doors through doors through doors. If we take one door - and swing it 
open - that talks about time as a constructed reality that is in agreement with the 
people on the human planet, we have many variables to be exposed to within that 
one single concept. 
 
As an example, even though time on the planet Earth is synchronised and 
coordinated and agreed-upon to be the same 12 hours, 24 hours, 60 seconds, 
months, days, years, within each different culture, country, and household right to 
the individual, the way that time is appreciated and experienced is different. How is 
that that certain individuals can feel that time goes forever and is very slow while 
others feel it is very fast? Why is it that in some countries their sense of time and 
urgency within time is very different to others?  
 
This is the background information that will give you a small glimpse on time within 
your own reality on the human planet and how a singularly agreed-upon concept can 
have so much variability. When we extrapolate that into other dimensions and other 
planets, we start to build a great mass of thought and understanding around time 
being very fluid, manipulatable and although unseen, incredibly useful once you 
know how to use it. If you are at all interested in time travel, teleportation or 
bilocation, wormholes, black holes, middle earth, and your own personal life on its 
singular timeline as you know it, including your recognised point of death - 
predetermined if it may be - these are some of the doors we will open. 
 
The arrow of time once you understand it is one of the most beautiful and 
magnificent creations. Most species, beings, gods, and great minds utilise time and 
move with this as a known reality. I look forward to sharing this exploration in time 
with you as we go in to each room and open deeper and deeper awareness of what 
time is on all planes of reality.  
 
To start this exploration become completely aware of yourself in time right now. 
Consider the positioning of the sun, the wax or wane of the moon, the season, the 
wristwatch, phone, timepiece and all markers around you that let you know you are 
in time. And this is where we start. Or is it where we finish - in time? 
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The Arrow of Time - Chapter One  
 
Let’s start our exploration in the room where we are out of time, where we cease to 
exist in time. We place our self clearly in a room that has no semblance of time in 
any way. The room is without objects, pictures, or anything that would give you a 
reference as to where you are. A blank empty room, simple light and a peaceful quiet 
feeling that you are right now just where you are - out of time. You are in the centre 
of this room and the room becomes a space that you can move. This beautiful empty 
room devoid of time where you are, take that room, contract it so that it becomes a 
portable space you are within, like a one-person spacecraft, without any reference to 
time inside it or outside of it and know wherever you go you take this with you. And 
here begins your experience out of time. 
 
Now that you have got your out of time reality in place, take yourself into any point in 
time that you would like to visit, whether that be an event in history that you know of, 
a future experience, a future reality. Take yourself in the out of time state to 
anywhere you want to go and observe anything that is occurring in that time space - 
remembering you are independent of it because you are currently out of time. Even if 
the event has to do with your life, yourself, your reality as you know it, the version of 
you that goes visiting it is removed from that reality, it is completely out of time. In 
this way we remain neutral observers of events in time and not affected by whatever 
it is that they present to us to be seen. 
 
Moving out of time gives you freedom and fluidity that you don’t have when you are 
in a timescale, time zone, time space. You have freedom when you are not in time 
and this freedom is what this entire room is about. The reality that exists in time has 
many preconceptions based on when in the time it is that you are in that reality. 
Meaning the type of car there is, or the dresses you wear, the shape of the house, 
the materials it is made from, the food you eat, it is all representative of a point in 
time where you are - music, books, audio-visual, etc, technology, etc. Because your 
life is in time - mostly - these external cues hold you in a certain time flow wherever 
you are, and this includes reference to your body in its ageing state. The version of 
you, the self that is moving within the room that is out of time, can land into any time 
flow and because you have that room around you, you are not taking on any of the 
effects of that time flow. So you will arrive and be intact in yourself as a great being 
that you are. You can even observe yourself in time, you can stand next to yourself 
in your home and watch yourself moving in time as you remain out of time.  
 
You leave that planet and move in your, no time state, to a place where cataclysmic 
events are affecting realities on many planets. This is an exploding star and you 
pause in your no time state as a supernova is formed, the radiation from the core 
killing all life forms, the pieces of asteroids moving in time for billions of light-years 
until they become part of the events that shaped the cyclical pattern on the planet 
you were just on. This meant that from a billion years before, that piece of asteroid 
that is travelling through space is now coming to the planet that you were just on. 
When it reaches the planet’s atmosphere in your no time state, you see the 
destruction of the planet and how the beings that were there lifted off their planet to 
go somewhere else. And you knew that the cyclical nature of time on that planet had 
been reversed, more likely it had been eradicated, and new life in expression with 
the same entities was about to begin.    
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Your out of time self decides to visit yourself in a thousand years from where you 
are. You stay and watch yourself for the next thousand years and in that next 
thousand years you see as yourself cyclical patterns - repetitions in time - that you 
have created. Just like the cycle of seasons, you can see in yourself those same 
patterns over these thousand years and you know that they are not new patterns 
because you can see them repeated in most of the other entities on the planet. 
Knowing the greatness of who you are, you can take yourself in your no time space 
to any point in your current timeline for the next two thousand years as an incarnate 
being on earth, whether you have changed your body or not. Without direct 
intervention into your own time flow, you can nevertheless introduce an anomaly to 
the patterns, and that anomaly will then disrupt the cyclical nature of your ongoing 
existence on that planet and put you out of the time flow of all the other entities that 
are there. You can then move your out of time self to where you are in two thousand 
years and observe the changes that have occurred once you disrupted the cyclical 
pattern of your reality based on the cyclical pattern of all the others on your planet.  
 
The moment that you introduced the anomaly, you were able to move yourself out of 
time as it is known and represented on the planet. The fluidity with which you do this 
is open only to your interpretation. If you think it is easy it will be, if it’s hard it will be.  
Because of the cyclical nature of time and the patterns that exist just like seasons, 
days, the cycle of a moon, or the orbit of a planet, you can reset your life back into 
the same time pattern at any point you want if you don’t like the effect of the 
anomaly. This will be easy or difficult depending on the fluidity of your mind.  
 
In any time flow there is a limit to how many anomalies or cataclysmic events you 
can create within your life, or indeed in any reality, because if too many events 
occur, there is not enough left of time to create cyclical patterns - which it relies 
upon, just like the sun rises and falls. The safety with which an individual perceives 
from the cyclical patterns is unconscious, and very profound because it gives the 
person reference to their life in time when they are on a planet. This is why there 
cannot be too many anomalies in one time flow. It would be like taking a planet out of 
orbit hundreds of times within one orbit. No one and nothing would know where it 
was. The cyclical patterns are like the geometry of the universes and they are 
incredibly beautiful and are all different and unique. Sometimes though we tire of the 
repetition and know that it’s time to move into a different pattern, in time, which is 
what this extraordinary exercise has been about.  
 
The self that you are, the great being, the eternal being, is always out of time. The 
version of who you are when you are living on a plane of existence in time, is merely 
part of you that is having those experiences via the time references of the location 
where you are. Let’s move the out of time self - transport it instantaneously - to be on 
another planet. When you arrive on this planet you see entities that are not human, 
and they move around on the planet floating slightly above the ground with robes 
and serene faces. Because you arrive out of time, you remain on that planet for a 
thousand years of their time. You watch the comings and goings of life and how 
varied it is. You watch how this race of beings reproduces itself, how life comes and 
goes, what is produced, what is taken away. You watch craft come and go from the 
planet, armies amass, other entities arrive on the planet that are foreign, integration 
occurs, and so on. Your out of time self can remain on this planet for as long as it 
wishes because it is unaffected by any time that is going on there. Yet you can watch 
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all the events that are occurring in time and all the changes that happen in these 
thousand years on that planet. When you start to see on this planet the cyclical 
nature of life there, you start to see events repeat themselves, albeit in different 
guises because time makes changes, but the patterns exist, the cycles. When you 
start to see the repetition on the planet to the point where you can almost predict the 
next series of events - they may have different players, different weapons, different 
technology, different ways of doing it - the pattern repeats. Then you know it is time 
to go.     
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The Arrow of Time - Chapter Two – Stalling for Time         

Do you ever get the feeling sometimes that you are going around in circles, 
meandering, or stalling for time? All of these are your spirits way of giving you an 
opportunity to catch up with where you are. Fortunately, or unfortunately, sometimes 
the stalling goes on for a very long time and when we stall for a long time what 
happens is the spirit starts to stagnate because it is waiting for so long for you to 
catch up with that. When you do catch up with it then you can move very rapidly into 
new experiences and parallel realities that you weren’t stalled on.  
 
What can happen if you’ve been stagnant, stalled, for an entire lifetime, and then at 
the point of your death - near to - you have an epiphany of understanding, is your 
spirit then can escalate you into a rapid timeline of your parallel existence where you 
didn’t stagnate. So, you move across into another version of yourself that is 
evermore evolved than the one that you were. If you were to draw it as two straight 
lines, parallel, and then halfway up one line you then place a diagonal upward line 
reaching the other parallel, that is an indication of how much further along you would 
be on that parallel lifetime because you didn’t stagnate.  
 
Now in the arrow of time we find that there are many entities who understand the 
ability to manipulate time. Their ability to manipulate time means that they are 
capable of utilising the stagnant field of time and the rapid escalating field of time. In 
our initial example we were speaking about it as an individual as it expresses itself 
through its lifetimes, but this is actually what’s happening in entire realities. Entities 
that know how to manipulate time, take parallel realities of time - let’s say the earth 
and the entire consciousness of that reality that is in a stagnant, stalled state - and 
they can then move that whole reality into the parallel reality where it has escalated 
its self through time and is much more evolved than where it was. What would 
happen is, it would look like 500 years had just disappeared instantaneously 
because the closure of the reality in the stagnant, stalled state of time, 
instantaneously moves across into the parallel reality and that parallel reality is 500 
years ahead of where the other one was. 
 
You could wake up tomorrow and be on an earth that is 500 years ahead of where 
this current reality is. This is not indifferent to the information from future technology 
and the necessity to have incremental movements through time. Stagnant stalled 
meandering realities exist because it takes time for the entities to catch up with 
where the consciousness and the spirit is evolving to. They move through their 
learnings and their wisdom in a slow meandered state, sometimes completely 
stagnant. In other words, you didn’t learn your lesson and you just stay in the same 
place. What if we could presume to know that the next 500 years are a stalled 
stagnant state of reality on the earth? To whose best interest would it be to retain 
that state? Would it be an area where entities would like to remain and slowly catch 
up to the great wisdom that is already in existence here, or is there an opportunity 
now for those of us who are in an evolved state to speed up the entire reality so that 
we do instantaneously wake up tomorrow 500 years in the future not knowing it is 
500 years in the future?  
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All we have done is sidestep the stagnancy. Now let’s bring it back to the individual. 
In one lifetime an entity can ascend. In one lifetime an entity can take on everything 
it needs to learn and chooses to learn, and experience, and then go through its 
complete retrieval and recognition of divine self into ascension. That entity by nature 
is defined, it is focused, it is clear, it is confident, and it is determined. These 
characteristics are not seen in every entity on the earth at the moment. We have 
very few with the will to move rapidly through one lifetime into ascension because 
they choose to meander, to stagnate, in order to have time to richly experience what 
it is they want to experience. Perhaps 1,000 times they need to go to the pub and get 
very drunk, not just once. Perhaps they need to have 1,000 different relationships. It 
doesn’t matter what it is, but they are stagnant by choice to lay down a richer 
experience for them self in slow motion of time. This is completely all right because 
each entity is an individual. 
 
When we have numerous entities urging consciousness forward, the probability of 
the speeding up time is more likely because those entities are tired of the stagnant 
state. Their wilfulness, determination, defined reality and choices hold more power 
than the stagnant state. If we have numerous entities with the same wilful 
determination to move forward into a future reality and or an ascension state, this will 
collapse the stagnant formed reality of nearly 500 years because those entities can’t 
continue on their path as rapidly as they choose and remain in that reality as it 
stands. What happens is the reality moves with them and then we have a new earth 
appearing before our very eyes. Who wants to see 500 years of chaos and 
destruction? Which entities are determining that that is the greatest evolution? Is that 
in your agenda or is that an agreed thought that that is the way it needs to be? 
 
Probably if you looked at your own life only, and you observed that you needed to go 
through 10 years, 50 years, of pain of suffering and chaos, you would probably 
choose to speed that up if you had the tools and the awareness to do that. If in your 
individual life you do everything to speed up your own evolution - collapse entire 
lifetimes into one lifetime, move through all of your greatest lessons as quickly as 
you can because you know what is on the other side of that - if you are driven to do 
that in your lifetime, in your reality, wouldn’t it be logical to presume that whomever is 
suggesting that the earth needs to go through groans and pains for a long time is not 
like you? And if it’s not in your best interest, whose best interest is it in? 
 
So, we return to the simple understanding that there are a lot of entities right now 
fast tracking and determined to move into a greater reality for them self. By nature of 
their wilful single-minded focus into that greater reality, the earth will collapse 500 
years and bring forward that reality a lot quicker than it ever has done in the past. 
This potential has always been there to speed things up. On other planes of 
existence, it has always been like this so potential has always been there. What 
hasn’t been there is enough wilful focus to make it a reality. Now we hold this 
individually - and therefore collectively - whether we’re aware of it or not. It’s a 
marvellous design and the only catch is - how long do you want to stay in 
observation of stagnancy and to stall the inevitable?   
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The Arrow of Time - Chapter Three - Seeding Thought  
 
One of the things that great beings do know is how to seed thought into different 
timeframes. When an entity communicates and speaks about time, what they are 
often doing is seeding thought into the time that they are speaking about. This 
means that they are creating for point of reference, by whomever is hearing those 
words, that thought into that time. By way of example, we could say that we seed a 
thought of a split reality where World War One didn’t happen. We have seeded a 
thought so that now there is a split reality where World War One didn’t happen. It is 
dependent on the power of the entities word as to whether those thoughts are held, 
or if they float away like seeds in the breeze. The more powerful the entity, the more 
defined the thought and the more potential there is that that thought does get seeded 
into that reality. 
 
You can now reference the great teacher in the Enki information. Why that piqued 
your interest is because that thought is now seeded. And you now know that way 
back 455,000 years ago there is now a great teacher in place assisting the evolution 
of a species that for those 455,000 years, may not have known what it is that that 
great teacher will now teach them. That is called seeding a thought. When we seed a 
thought, we know that the power of our words is affecting the timeline of that reality. 
We are not going back in and changing that reality, that is an entirely different skill 
set. What we’re doing is affecting the thought in the current time flow so that its 
memory changes. And when its memory changes it stops holding the reflection of 
the past into its present. 
 
It is carefully constructed into time when these points are seeded because they are 
observed as pivotal shift points where locked in paradigms started and then took a 
very, very, long time to evolve or change out of. The seeding points are known as 
pivotal shift points where the memory of what happened needs to be erased, or 
eradicated, or altered depending on how defined the ongoing patterns are. If you 
agree with the introduction of certain weaponry – nuclear - onto the earth in a certain 
time, it means then that that weaponry is in your reality. If we seed a thought that the 
point that nuclear weaponry was discovered on the earth is no longer apparent, this 
changes all future events based on nuclear weaponry, including the intervention that 
came through to bring the knowledge on how to create nuclear weaponry. This is a 
simple example but reasonably pertinent given the current state of armaments on the 
earth. 
 
We also seed a thought then that extra-terrestrial intelligence came in and stated 
that - if you touch that weaponry on this planet, you will have us to answer to. This 
then provided further sustenance for the knowledge that nuclear weaponry would 
never be used on this planet because that thought was seeded with such conviction 
and truth. You may reflect on how imminent the threat of nuclear destruction was 
during the nineteen eighties and all of the programs that were running around 
radiation and the demise of the whole planet - all of the movies that got created, the 
destruction of Hiroshima, the explosions in the ocean, the atomic bombs - all of 
those pictures somehow disappeared and seemed to be in a distant past. And it is 
not in children’s reality that that is a threat any longer. This is because we seeded a 
different thought and we eradicated that potential so that now you don’t continue to 
fear and replicate that as your reality. All you need to do is reflect on popular culture 
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in the cinemas and you will know that this is not in any genres anymore - nuclear 
bombs don’t exist as they did. 
 
That is a simple example of seeding thought. There are much more powerful 
examples at play, particularly when that thought is seeded into powerful minds. This 
means then that if powerful minds were told and understood that the current 
president has been visited by benevolent beings, then the support for that president 
is the ongoing reality by those powerful minds and by those benevolent beings. And 
herein we have a trajectory of reality that is supporting benevolence, including 
leadership, whether what is displayed by the president is or isn’t. The non-polarised 
version is what sticks because it was seeded into powerful mind. 
 
One of our greatest interventions in recent times has been to support the survival of 
humanity past 2012 and this was seeded in many different ways and in many 
different places, to ensure that humanity moved past 2012. Without going into 
specific details, the point where this got seeded commenced in your reality where 
you are close to now, meaning it was seeded into 2020 that the earth survived so 
that you couldn’t reflect backwards on 2012 being anything other than that. You 
understand that we don’t work with time as you think. So, in 2020, you know that the 
earth is safe, and you stopped destroying yourself in 2012 because of that truth. If 
you understand this the other thing that you can know is that not everyone can do 
this. Not anyone can do this because you have to have a mind that holds the power 
of its own word as an absolute. 
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The Arrow of Time - Chapter Four - The Correlation Field 
 
Within the arrow of time there is a field that correlates potentials. Correlation means 
that you can cross-reference one potential against another and see in observation 
and experience, how one potential affects the other potential directly. In simple terms 
this is when one entity knows to cross the road at exactly the same moment that the 
other entity knows to say to them to stop and not cross the road. 
 
The correlation field events are mapped on arrows of time because without one the 
other one won’t happen, or without one the other one will happen. What this means 
is you can cross-reference specific events in time and how they are directly affecting 
other specific events in time – correlation. Not everything is correlated so some 
events in time will be isolated or independent of other events. What happens on one 
side of the planet yesterday, may have no effect on what happens on the other side 
of the planet tomorrow. That is an example.  
 
There are observable correlation events and when you can understand these, you 
have the potential at your disposal to be an entity that creates correlation events 
within time. The reason that you would desire to be that entity is because you then 
have an ability to form cross reference points where one entity goes and does 
something or says something to another entity that causes a direct effect on that 
entity, that is then correlating into the ongoing potential of the second entity.  
 
Entities that know how to create correlation events within time are of course powerful 
and have righteousness or the best interest of all on their side. You won’t be able to 
do this if you don’t have a certain level of consciousness that you are working from 
within and that that consciousness is righteous in its state. There are some 
exceptions to this however it is not necessary to speak about them. Talking about 
correlation events and arrows of time, the greatest thing that you can learn right now 
is how you recognise something as a correlation event or an independent event. And 
when you have the ability to observe that, your mind will start to plot the points of 
reference in time which are correlating to each other or affecting each other. Then 
you will be able to see in your mind how one tiny shift in the quantum reality can 
sometimes cause an enormous effect, or no effect, because you can observe where 
that one event correlates across multitudes of realities in time. 
 
If you ignore correlation and then presume all events are random, and that they just 
occur in time and have no effect on other events, your ability to interconnect the 
woven web of reality that engulfs everything will be lessened. Great minds, of which 
there are many, are using this simple tool often to effect change across a great 
scale. They know that one event has such an ongoing effect because it correlates 
with so many other events and there can be no thought of coincidence in the mind of 
any who are affected by it. It becomes a known fact that what those entities were 
touched by was in direct relationship to the words, the action or the event that 
occurred at another point in time. 
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The Arrow of Time – Chapter Five - Suspended Moments  
 
Despite the forward momentum of time that we recognise is part of our ongoing 
reality, and that is always moving forward, there are moments where we feel 
suspended or inert in that momentum. Even though this may feel to the self in that 
moment as if it is treading water or unable to move forward or stuck under a ton of 
rocks, because it is held in a place where it feels as if it has got no momentum, the 
greatest self at play is aware you are always in a forward momentum of time and you 
never return backwards. You never go backwards into who you were. This is a very 
key understanding because even if you feel stagnant, or as if your life is going 
nowhere, or you are eternally bored in your reality, you know that you never go 
backwards. You can never be less than what you are and what you are is the 
product of everything you have been. So you will always be in the forward 
momentum through time and through your own evolving self. 
 
Those periods where you may have been caught up, stuck in a reality, repeating 
patterns, in a place where time moves very, very, slowly, or in a place where time 
seems to move ever so fast and it goes past you and you don’t catch any of it, 
wherever you were in the arrow of time of yourself and your life, your ongoing eternal 
life I may add, you never go backwards. Contemplate that for a moment. But despite 
my greatest wishes to think that I am in a rut and that I have not evolved, and that I 
have not changed and that I am nothing, or less than whatever I project my thoughts 
to think that I am, you can never go backwards. You are always on a forward 
momentum in an arrow of time. You can go backwards on your timeline and have 
experiences there which will still be in a forward momentum of time as to your 
evolving self because what you are on is an arrow perpetually moving forward.  
 
It is as simple as realising that you can’t unknow what you know. You can get 
amnesia, you can take off half of your mind, you can forget things, but you can’t un-
know it because everything you experience is recorded and known by that greater 
self that you are. If you feel in some way inert or in a suspended state of animation in 
a frozen reality, this becomes part of what you then know. And then in the next 
moment - suspended moments in time - you are then the product of that experience. 
Your life, your great eternal life moves forward whether you think it is or not and if 
you are thinking you are not progressing, this will be part of the wisdom that your 
eternal life takes and moves forward with because in the next moment you won’t be 
thinking that, you will be progressing. 
 
Part of our objective in this great Compendium of Thought and its twin sister the 
symposium of thought is to illuminate in yourself that you are in fact more 
enlightened than you think you are, that you are greater than you think you are. And 
this little piece of information around suspended moments is to debunk in you the 
thought that, “I’m not making any progress, I’m stuck, I am not going forward, I have 
not learnt anything new.” In your eternal self, that itself is your wisdom, and it keeps 
moving forward whether you want it to or not because you can’t stop it; it is always in 
a forward motion. 
 
Let’s consider the analogy of an arrow for a moment. It is written in many spiritual 
works about arrows and the power of the focus with the arrow and the great archer 
that projects its will to reach its target. In that simple visual, please tell me how many 
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times you would imagine that arrow would turn backwards, or spiral or spin? But it is 
always moving in a forward direction because from whatever angle you observe the 
arrow, to the arrow it is always going forward, and that arrow is representative of 
your eternal spirit. If you envisage that you are shooting the arrow and suddenly it 
spins and turns backward, or it falls to the ground, to the arrow it is always moving 
forward because if it moves to the ground it’s still going forward. It is only your 
perception that thinks it has stopped or turned around. It is always moving forward so 
the next time you consider the great arrow of time remember that if you place an 
arrow in the void, in the great infinite nothing, it would always be going forwards 
because its point of reference is ahead of where it has been.  
 
And that is time in momentum and the perception of time through the great self that 
is of course in no time, and the awareness of an ongoing evolving state that we are 
all in forever and we can never go backwards. Perhaps now you can feel the inert 
state, or the stuck self, or the plateaued being, as if it is moving forwards and the 
illusion of where you think you are and what you think you are not capable of being, 
releases its hold as you move in time ever, ever, forwards no matter what you are 
doing. Then the speed with which you move is merely the perception of yourself in 
your own reality. If you think you are moving ever quicker towards your 
enlightenment then surely you are, and if you think you are stuck then surely you 
are. 
 
In some way it would be useful to overlay what you are reading here on to the 
chapter in the steps of enlightenment where you contemplate at what point in your 
eternal self do you determine you are enlightened if you go on and on forever. And 
you will feel how you are pulled ever forward and never backwards. God cannot 
unknow what it knows, and neither can you. 
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The Arrow of Time – Final  
 
Without a clear destination and destiny point the arrow of time moves along a wavy 
curve. This means that it will always reach its destination, it just depends on how 
effectively and efficiently that timeline is met. What is not known for the individual is 
that without a clear path to their destiny - that has been created for themselves from 
within - they don’t know what is on the other side of that destiny marker and there is 
not only one destiny in time. If you think about an arrow hitting a target, every bull’s-
eye lays on one single line which is your eternal self. You could see along that line 
hundreds and thousands of bull’s-eyes that have been met, all of which are your 
destiny points - great markers in time - that you were going to meet whether you 
liked the idea of it or not. The only reason you wouldn’t like the idea of it would be if 
you’re wavering in your greater understanding of yourself and how everything will 
and does fit together. 
 
Somewhere along that lengthy eternal destiny line that goes on and on, that your 
destiny lays on, is the bull’s-eye target of your enlightenment - refer to steps to 
enlightenment for more details of this. But what lays on the other side of that, or lay 
for you on the other side of any destiny point that you have met already in your life? 
The arrow of time is not fickle, it moves forward with you. You may choose to dilute, 
distract or even destroy some of those destiny points along the way thinking they 
were no longer important. Between you and the divine spirit that you are each 
destiny point will be met in some way because they are as stated your destiny. Who 
controls that wonderful destiny that you have? Is it you determining that ahead of you 
there will be a certain experience or set of events that you could do no other than to 
avoid, or all the preparations leading you to your divine life purpose as it may be 
stated is indeed also your destiny? So, who is writing the destiny plan onto your 
arrow of time? 
 
Who is controlling that destiny? Do you surrender to the universe and the divine 
order and trust that everything is in place and you are led step-by-step on a path and 
each step is in divine order? For many this is comforting knowledge that they are 
always in alignment with their higher self. Does it work then that if you sat and 
contemplated your destiny, you are merely experiencing the vision of points on that 
line that already exist, and they are not created by you at all and that they were 
always there? And you had to meet one before you could meet the other just like 
bull’s-eyes on one long line? 
 
A destiny point is a point in your reality, in your life that you, the divine essence of 
everything you are has determined that you must and will meet because without that 
destiny point you will not know everything you need to know to move to the next 
destiny point. And it will be the culmination of all the wisdom that has brought you to 
that point, no matter how large and significant the destiny seems, or how small. 
Indeed, it may just be the birth of a child and that was always your destiny to have 
that beautiful child in your arms. Or it may be the most extraordinary moment where 
you meet some divine entity that was always going to step into your path whether 
you wanted it to or not and once you met it then your destiny was forever changed. 
But it was never changed, it was never changed. It’s just that you thought that at that 
point your life changed and of course it did because that was your destiny. You had 
no choice but to experience it because that was your destiny in the great arrow of 
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time, that is your life that goes on forever and is eternal. 
 
Who determines these beautiful destiny points in anything other than yourself which 
can see the entirety as the great being that you are that is its eternal nature that 
goes on forever and ever and ever and, in some way,, it can always observe that? 
Oh, to have the scope of mind that could understand such a concept. But that great 
mind, that extraordinary self you are, the total divine spirit that is you, it sees your 
entire eternal life and it has a myriad of destinies there - millions of them laid out for 
you wherever you are because it loves you infinitely whatever you are. This great 
map that it has placed is always going to lead you ever forwards so when you focus 
on your destiny, ‘my true life purpose or my life purpose’, all of which are the same 
concept, you are stating to the divine within you that is always there and ever patient, 
“Let’s move this along. Enough dillydallying because I know now that on the other 
side of that destiny there is an ever-greater experience waiting for me to be part of, 
but I can’t see it and I won’t know it until my destiny is met.” 
 
So, what is your life purpose right now? Is it to love an unfathomable love and when 
you hit that target to experience what is on the other side of that destiny which will 
bring you to ever greater experiences because suddenly you do know what it is to 
love an unfathomable love? You can never close your doors on that so that miracle 
of life that you are will draw you ever forward. It will put in small targets and large 
targets, little milestones along the way. Some may call those karmic events but they 
aren’t really, they are not about the cause and effect of the life you have had and the 
good and the bad you have done and the evening the balance of those experiences 
so that you may think that, ‘now I am worthy, the divine that I am within’. You were 
always worthy of the divine that you are within, it was never lost, and those karmic 
events indeed perhaps the understanding of what karma is, is but another big target 
along the destiny line. And when you do understand what the meaning of karma is, 
and if it is a truth or it is not a truth, you move past that into another destiny. 
 
Soon enough those destiny rings will come closer and closer to you and they will 
start to envelop you. It will be as if just as one passed, the next will arrive and you 
will start to love yourself evermore as you realise how beautiful it is to meet your 
destiny and to know your destiny and to love your destiny and to also know that it is 
not an end, it is a beginning. If you do sit and wonder what your destiny is, love what 
it is because it has been placed there by a mind, spirit, that can see the entire scope 
of you, and it loves you infinitely – infinitely. So we ask ourselves why is it that some 
of the events in our lives seem to be more destiny oriented than other minor events. 
Why is it that with some people we meet it’s like we have just met such a point in 
destiny and that then unfolds millions of beautiful events after that, and without that 
one meeting all of what lay on the other side will not have existed?  
 
Those pivotal points where it seems to be that lines collide are merely arrows of time  
crossing each other in a myriad of tapestry of eternal lives interwoven and interlaced. 
When you do meet that entity, or those entities, or that point, and your destiny 
changes - it does not change, your life changes, your destiny remains that you have 
met that person, - and then your life has this extraordinary twist or turn and you 
move onward into things you can’t possibly have fathomed the moment before you 
met that person. They too have the same experience only their arrow of time is 
different to yours. They are not laid on top of yours, they are at a junction with you in 
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that moment and that moment is their destiny to meet you as it was yours to meet 
them. And onwards you go both in your own individual arrow of time, your own divine 
spirit leading you ever forward, and in front of you will materialise a new destiny point 
that may or may not be formed in relation to that entity you have met. It may have 
nothing to do with the entity and that is perfectly in alignment because it is only the 
spirit that can observe and witness how all the points are lined up on that one 
beautiful line. 
 
If those people stay in your life at that next destiny point well indeed, they were 
observed to do that because they were part of the rings at that next target that you 
were to meet and without them you would not be at that destiny point. Truly without 
them you would not be at that next destiny point. Here we have love interwoven and 
interspersed in our great arrow of time because it is love for the self and love for the 
others that grace our presence in our life in so many miraculous ways. And assist in 
our journey eking us forward to make our destiny points. We know the moment when 
we hit a destiny point. It is like fireworks for the spirit because the spirit knows that 
that point has been met and a new adventure is but to begin on the other side of 
that.  
 
There is a celebration, a wonderful celebration when the target is met and 
sometimes the destiny point, like bands in a big circle or target, will have layers to it, 
and what is observed by the entity as their point of destiny, is only seen through the 
filter of the eyes they have to see it. It can’t see the entire potential of what that 
destiny point is because it doesn’t have a picture big enough in its mind. So, when 
they reach it, they can feel that it fell slightly short of what they felt that point was 
going to be, and yet they know it is complete and a new adventure begins on the 
other side. And then further along when they meet other destiny points, they have 
the wisdom that has collated between the two points and they have the opportunity 
to look backwards at the past destiny point and see what it was that they could not 
see before. 
 
The greater bands of knowledge that were in existence at that point were showing 
them that when they hit that destiny point it was only part of them that went through - 
the part that could understand. That greater mind that they are turns and looks back 
at the bull’s-eye target from behind it, looking down the arrow of time, looking into the 
past and it sees this amazing destiny that was met. And then it has the mind to 
observe all that was missed when it passed through with the limited mind that it did 
at that point, and therein a greater destiny was met. And all that wisdom is 
accumulated back into the source of understanding that is the eternal self. It is 
garnered up and gathered into a great bundle and it carries the entity further forward 
along its arrow of time through to the next destiny point. Only now it brings with it 
ever greater wisdom. 
 
Just as you looked backwards along time and glimpsed the joy that was in every 
event in your life that you had missed because you were busy working to the created 
reality of your mind at that point in time, now you can turn back and look at 
significant events that have occurred in your life - destiny points - and you know 
where they are. They are those great crossroad moments where life changes rapidly, 
significantly. You can look back now with the wisdom of time and see what it was 
you couldn’t see at that first meeting or moment or event or experience that you 
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knew changed your life forever because it was in your destiny for that to happen. Not 
you nor anyone or anything else was going to be able to stop that great tidal wave 
from hitting into you at that moment and changing your destiny for ever. As it is so it 
is. 
 

 

 
Please send this to anyone you choose. All we ask is, you let them know of the website 

The Compendium of Thought so they have their own experiences there. 
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